How can my furniture be so soiled????


All furniture accumulates contamination.



Before it becomes this visible, some of the contamination settles into the fibers where you don’t
see it.



During use, the contamination gets sucked into
the filling and some get’s expelled back into the air.

Bacteria

Lead

Viruses

Arsenic
Mercury

Mold

Sally wouldn’t be
smiling if she could
see what she was
breathing.

Pesticides
VOCs

When we compress the foam
we push the contamination in.
And when we get up, as the
foam expands it sucks the
contamination deeper.

As the furniture becomes saturated
with contamination it expels excessive amounts as you sit down and use
it



Typical “Appearance Cleaners” don’t pre-vacuum prior to cleaning!



And if you don’t remove this contamination while it is dry it is almost impossible to remove once it
gets wet from cleaning.



Most homeowners, housekeepers and especially janitors hardly ever vacuum
And when they do, they usually don’t it properly.
Vacuuming must be slow and methodical to be effective!




Upholstery fabric before cleaning.


Pet & human hair,



wine, and other liquid contamination



Invisible bio-contamination on the
surface and in the foam and fill.

Fabric Layer

Fiber Fill or
Feather Layer

Foam Layer

Typical “Appearance” Cleaners


Surface is cleaner, some soil and
spots are left behind



Foam and fill are still contaminated



It must be thoroughly pre-vacuumed
before it gets wet!

Chet’s Silver Cleaning


We always thoroughly pre-vacuum
before cleaning.



If the fabric was neglected like above
you should get Platinum Cleaning.



Some spots will re-appear

Chet’s Gold Cleaning


If the fabric was neglected like above
you should get Platinum Cleaning.



There is still some soil and contamination left that can re-surface

Chet’s Platinum Cleaning


Absolutely the most healthy and
thorough cleaning available anywhere!



Surface soil and stains removed **



The most contamination removed!

